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I hope everyone had a great time celebrating Christmas and the New Year
with your friends and family. As I look back on this past year, I have nothing
but pride to show for our organization, our unbelievable membership, and
our industry. We have had an amazing 2016. I simply don’t have room in this
newsletter to list them all, but here are some newsworthy headlines.

The “Mixer” class had the largest number of
competitors (16) during the Nebraska Truck
Driving Championships held in Grand Island.
Our very own, Jereme Montgomery, was
named “2016 Most Influential” by Concrete
Producer Magazine and 2017 Most Influential”
by Concrete Construction Magazine, for
his efforts in workforce development and
recruitment. Concrete Cares of Nebraska had
an outstanding year, raising $25,000. This
amount just would not be possible without
the generous support of the industry, thank
you. The NC&AA has begun integrating short
term, non-credit training for the concrete
industry into four community colleges across
our State. We organized and sponsored
#ConcreteTough stations in six locations across
Nebraska, promoting concrete construction
careers during the Nebraska Construction
Career Days (NeCCD). Notably, students
ranked our #ConcreteTough station as one of
their favorite “hands-on” career stations. In
addition, the promotion committee introduced
#ConcreteTough to countless high schools

and career academies. #ConcreteTough is
becoming increasingly recognized nationally for
Nebraska’s proactive effort to reduce the skills
gap. Our executive director even presented
#ConcreteTough at the 2017 World of Concrete
in Las Vegas. Our state association is honored
and proud that Jereme was invited to present
on a national stage because of his dedication to
the industry. Last but not least, the NDOR/ACI
Training season is underway. I’d like to thank
all our members who efficiently run our classes
and certifications running efficiently. Special
thank you to Rochelle Hitz, for an outstanding
job organizing and coordinating the NDOR/
ACI training. In addition, a special thank you to
Michael Willman. Without Mike and Rochelle,
these training sessions would not be nearly as
successful.
I want to thank everyone for allowing me
the opportunity to be the President of our
association this past year. It is something I will
hold dear.
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Punched in the Chest

From the Director

Jereme Montgomery
@NEconcrete

Over the past couple years, I have been
excited about Nebraska’s workforce
development / recruitment campaign,
#ConcreteTough. Our campaign is
historic because up until now, Nebraska hasn’t tackled our
need to close the pressing skill’s gap we are experiencing in
the trades, not at least as a concrete industry.
We have all heard about the obstacles the construction
industry faces when it comes to hiring and retaining quality
and skilled labor. We see stories about this on the news, and
it’s especially visible on social media. Ever since we launched
Nebraska's #ConcreteTough campaign, I have felt positive
vibes. People within our concrete industry, they get it! They
understand the need to focus our attention on recruiting and
retaining a skilled workforce.
But then, I read a post on Facebook along with some
corresponding comments, and immediately I felt like I was
just, “Punched in the Chest.” Here’s what I read:

"How many of you guys are teaching
your kids the concrete trade? I'm not.
I'm keeping him as far away from as I
can. My bones, brain and everything
else hurts at the end of the day. Why
would you want that for your kids?”
-Facebook

How can this be? Yes, we should recognize concrete is hard
work; it’s demanding, and labor intensive. But to hear a
respectable concrete finisher discourage his own kids from
entering our trade simply because it “hurts” at the end of the
day, that attitude just doesn’t fly with me! The hurt that you
feel, the pain you struggle with, I’m not sure I get it? That pain
you are whining about, Mr. Debbie Downer, is a reminder of
your day’s accomplishments, it’s a reminder of a hard earned
skill. When concrete construction is done correctly, i.e., with
the right crew and in the right way, the hard work you do should
bring more health benefits than harm. I know what I’m talking
about, trust me, I have been out of the field for over 10 years
and I have never been more out of shape in my whole life. I
miss the feeling of relief when I first pulled off my boots from a
hard day’s work. I miss the feeling of stress when you first hear
the sound of the first ready mix truck turning the corner. I miss
the never ending problem solving required for such an adverse
workplace. I miss the very things you are discouraging your own
children from pursuing.
First of all, I believe in supporting whatever your kids want
to do, PERIOD. Even if it’s something that doesn’t require
obtaining a 4-year degree. The most important aspect of
selecting a career path is to enjoy your career. I don’t care how
much money a particular career will statistically offer, if you
enjoy what you do, and you are the best at what you do, the
money will come. Although this is more easily said than done.
I’d like to introduce "My Top Ten Reasons to Promote Concrete
Careers,” it’s a spinoff from an article I read by Mr. Craig
Cottongim, "Top Ten Reasons to be Proud to Work in Concrete”.
Mr. Cottongim is a second generation finisher and founder
of Concrete Leadership Training. Craig recently spoke about
leadership at the Nebraska Concrete & Aggregates Association’s
58th Annual Quality Concrete Conference.
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Therefore, in rebuttal to you, Mr. Debbie Downer, here’s my
“My Top Ten Reasons to Promote Concrete Careers”:
1. It’s a skilled craft - Very few people can do what

concrete guys do. Very few. Concrete guys belong to
an elite group of craftsman who have learned their
skill, not out of a book, not by a professor, but by our
colleagues & mentors, and through years of hands-onlearning. AKA, the “School of Hard Knocks!”

6. A Room With a View - Everyday offers a different
view. You wanted that corner office on the top floor?
How about placing concrete on the 20th floor of an
office building!

7. Everyday is Different - You interact with different

along with feeling you are part of a brotherhood.

people in new places every day. And due to concrete
being environmentally sensitive…, that just adds to the
excitement.

3. Opportunity - I’m proud to be in the concrete

8. Cool Toys - Who wouldn’t want to use power tools,

2. Camaraderie - Being on a crew builds teamwork,

industry, simply due to its potential growth regarding
technology and applications. Technology is growing at
an exponential rate. Think back just 20 years ago, and
just imagine the opportunities our industry will bring
the next 2 decades.

4. Pride - It’s cool to show off your work. It’s cool to
show people what you built. If you do it correctly,
you’ll be able to appreciate your work for decades.

5. The People - The people I deal with are topnotch,
class act individuals, who I can always count on. I
owe everything I have today to the mentors I’ve had
throughout my career.

“That hurt that you feel?
That pain? That Mr. Debbie
Downer, is a reminder of your
day’s accomplishment. That
pain is a reminder of your
skill. If concrete construction
is done correctly, with the
right crew, the hard work you
do should bring more benefit
to your health, than harm. “
-Jereme Montgomery

set up lasers and GPS’s, run a laser screed, drive a
skidsteer, operate powerful equipment…, the list goes
on.

9. We’re the Toughest of All the Trades - I

will put a concrete guy against any other tradesmen!
Concrete construction is the only industry where simply
being “Tough” is the ONLY prerequisite needed. We are
tough and that message needs to be promoted more.
#ConcreteTough

10. NO GYM FEES - Being out of the field for

10 years…, I can personally attest to this benefit.
Nowadays, I have back pain, hip pain, the gout, and soft
hands. Not good. People usually state working with
concrete breaks down your body. It’s the opposite.
Not working, that breaks down your body.

So with all of these reasons, why would anyone NOT consider
a career in the concrete industry? I have a 14 year old son who
is just now thinking about career paths. Am I pushing him
towards a career in the world of concrete? No. But I am going
to teach him about the value of a hard earned dollar. He will
learn how to use a hammer and a tape measure. He will learn
how to sweat. But most importantly, he will understand that
success comes from hard work, whether it’s from your head or
from your back. And in the end, I will support whatever path he
wants to choose for his career.
Certainly, we need to change the mistaken perception that
you can’t be successful working in concrete construction. Yes
it’s hard and it’s physically demanding work. But for some
of us, that’s exactly what we are looking for. Why? Because
working hard gives most people the deepest sense of
accomplishment, along with a sense of pride that simply can’t
be found elsewhere. So I’m asking: Why should that ever be
discouraged?
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NEBRASKA EXECUTIVE NAMED
2016 Concrete Producer Magazine, Most Influential
& 2017 Concrete Construction Magazine, Most Influential

From where will they come?

by Rick Yelton
The Concrete Producer Magazine
Nov/Dec 2016

Nebraskans have a reputation as hardworking, no-nonsense, can-do workers. To Jereme Montgomery, executive
director of the Nebraska Concrete & Aggregate Association (NC&AA), these attributes suggest a plentiful
supply of young workers wanting to become part of the construction industry. But in the last few years, Nebraska
producers and contractors have been short of workers with which to grow their businesses.
Researching the workforce shortage, Montgomery discovered that concrete was not the only vocational
occupation suffering from extremely low entry numbers. Supported by the NC&AA Board, Montgomery has
organized a statewide workforce promotion effort named #ConcreteTough, whose key activity is the annual
Nebraska Construction Career Days, managed by Integrated Global Dimensions, Lincoln, Neb. The initiative
is partly funded by a training grant from the Nebraska Department of Roads and the USDOT Federal Highway
Administration Office of Civil Rights.
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CAREER DAYS

CHALLENGES AHEAD

The Nebraska Construction Career Days’ education events
are open to 7th through 12th grade students. In 2016, there
were six locations attracting more than 1,600 students, a
100% increase in locations and student participation from
2015.

Montgomery knows #ConcreteTough faces difficult
challenges. Many people have the wrong perception about
hard work, especially construction. When driving through a
construction zone, parents may say, “Look at those workers.
If you don’t do better in school, you may end up like them.”
Montgomery wants to change the perception of parents,
councilors, and students. “They need to be aware that you
can have a path to success through construction careers.”

Three years ago, NC&AA launched #ConcreteTough. At
each Nebraska Construction Career Day, the NC&AA
Promotion Committee coordinated a #ConcreteTough
station where students placed and finished concrete slabs.
Mentors instructed the students on the proper tools and
methods of placement, strike-off, bullfloating, edging,
jointing, texturing, and curing the concrete.
The choice of the #ConcreteTough theme was to
communicate to students that concrete is not an easy
career, but is still very rewarding. “We refuse to sugarcoat
anything because the world’s toughest building materials
needs the world’s toughest people,” says Montgomery.
He believes #ConcreteTough is just the beginning of
NC&AA’s effort. They plan to develop initiatives for readymix drivers, concrete technicians, and heavy equipment
operators.
Montgomery enjoys interacting with the students. In fall
2016, he taught an introductory concrete construction and
finishing course to vocational students at Metropolitan
Community College. It’s been a rewarding, yet exhausting
experience. “Preparing new coursework each week has
kept me up at nights and working weekends,” he says.

Other groups have recognized NC&AA’s efforts. In October
2016, the Tilt-Up Concrete Association (TCA) invited
Montgomery to be the keynote speaker at its annual
convention. Before their meeting, TCA staff worked with
instructors at several local schools to develop a learning
module about concrete as a career. The students completed
a rigorous learning experience to earn a visit to the TCA
trade show floor.
Montgomery’s passion for workforce development will be
the focus of his seminar at the 2017 World of Concrete,
“Increase Attraction of Concrete Careers and Resolve
Workforce Issues.”

Original URL http://www.
theconcreteproducer.com/producers/2016influencer-jereme-montgomery_o
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58th Annual Quality Concrete Conference:
Another successful conference! 2017 Quality
Concrete Conference, #ConcreteTough was held
in Kearney and Omaha. Typically, this conference
emphasizes the importance of quality concrete.  This
year’s QC Conference had a different tune. For a
second year in a row, the conference theme was
aimed at workforce development and
recruitment, #ConcreteTough.
When meeting people within our
industry across the nation, they all
have one common problem: hiring
and retaining employees, educating
our workforce, and promoting
concrete construction to the next
generation.  This year’s conference
addressed most of these issues. This
conference did not ‘solve’ these
issues, but only emphasized the need
for a plan to resolve these issues.
It is time we take our industry to
another level. In order to achieve
this, we need concrete contractors
and producers across the state to
collaborate in helping us achieve
our goal of being best trade in
construction.

Norfolk Concrete Company Uses Pink
Truck to Raise Awareness for Cancer
Source: Michael Shively, US92.com
NORFOLK, NE — Randy Wortman has a message he wants to get
out. And the owner of Wortman Concrete Pumping is spreading
the word the best way he knows, by putting it on a concrete
truck.
“So, I just want them to be aware of cancer and that it’s a real
issue and it affects people in bad ways,” Wortman said. “A lot of
people that haven’t been exposed to that don’t understand that
either.”

But this isn’t the first pink concrete truck in northeast Nebraska.
Rich Hodson, the owner of West-Hodson Lumber and Concrete
lost his Aunt to the disease. So two years ago Hodson
commissioned a pink and purple Ready-Mix truck and started
looking for a driver. Jeremy Vaughan also has family history
with cancer and didn’t hesitate when asked if he wanted to take
the wheel.
“It means the world to me to be able to help spread the word,”
Hodson said. “I’ve had some family members that I’ve lost to
cancer and being able to be a part of this and represent this is a
huge honor.”

Wortman lost his sister to breast cancer last year and his sisterin-law to ovarian cancer in 2007.
He says he will donate a certain amount of money per yard
poured out of the truck to Concrete Cares Nebraska, a nonprofit that donates to families affected by cancer. Their slogan?
All Cancer Sucks.
“That’s kind of our slogan of our Nebraska Concrete Cares is all
cancer sucks,” Wortman said. “We didn’t want to specifically
pick out one type of cancer and support it because they all suck,
so we’re just kind of going after all of them.”
NEBRASKA CONCRETE AND AGGREGATES ASSOCIATION
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Technical Committee Report

Chair: Michael Willman

The 2016 - 2017 training season is set with 5 ACI Concrete
Field Testing Technician Grade I classes scheduled, 1
ACI Concrete Strength Testing Certification class, 2 ACI
Concrete Flatwork Finisher Certification classes and 3
NDOR Certified Concrete Plant Technician classes for this
season.
NDOR Concrete Plant Inspector Certification classes will be
held in March in Omaha, Lincoln, and North Platte.
We anticipate full classes this training season, so please
register for training classes as soon as possible to assure
the classes desired. The training calendar on the NC&AA
website keeps current with class availability. In the event
all classes fill a seventh class will be scheduled.
The Certification programs are a joint effort with the ACI
Nebraska Chapter, The Nebraska Department of Roads and
the Nebraska Concrete & Aggregates Association (NC&AA).
To register for the classes contact Rochelle Hitz at 402-3258414 or Mike Willman 402-547-9613 or Register on-line, or
download a registration from at www.nebrconcagg.com.

Legislative Report
Mark Deetz, Legislative Chairman
On November 8, 2016, Donald Trump defied the odds and polls
to be elected as the 45th President of the United States. Mike
Johnson, NSSGA president and CEO said that he expects a $1
trillion infrastructure spending bill to be introduced during the
first 100 days of the Trump administration. In addition, Johnson
reported that they expect the following Executive orders to be
addressed:
•
•
•
•

Waters of the U.S.
Silica
MSHA’s pattern of violations and penalties
Workplace exam rule

Lastly, Johnson noted that “comprehensive tax reform” may
become a reality with a Trump administration. Senate Majority
Leader Mitch McConnell and Speaker of the House Paul Ryan
are ready to work on a package of significant changes to both
the individual and business tax codes.

DONT MISS THE:

NC&AA Annual Convention

February 23-24, 2017 in Nebraska City

for a glimpse at our new “look”
The following is a list of the courses which remain in the
2016 - 2017 training schedule:
ACI Concrete Flatwork Finisher Technician
Omaha, NE
Kearney, NE

February 16-17, 2017
February 20-21, 2017

NDOR Certified Concrete Plant Technician
Omaha, NE
Lincoln, NE
North Platte, NE

March 7-8-9, 2017
March 14-15-16, 2017
March 21-22-23, 2017

NC&AA
has a new
LOGO!

5700 Seward Ave., Ste. B
Lincoln, NE 68507
402-325-8414
ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

Industry Calendar
NC&AA Past Presidents Dinner			
Wednesday
February 22, 2017

Lied Lodge, Nebraska City			

NC&AA Annual Convention				Lied Lodge, Nebraska City			
Thurs-Fri
February 23-24, 2017
NC&AA Industry Day 					Golf/Fishing Event - Location TBD
June 2017
Date TBD
NC&AA Golf Outing					York Country Club, York NE
Monday August 7, 2017					
NC&AA Scholarship Fund Shoot			
Tuesday October 3, 2017
		

Oak Creek Sporting Club, Brainard NE

